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Issues that apply to any FFI

Terminology

We will not use terms of art “embed,” “extend,” “embedded,” or
“extension.” Instead we’ll talk about “calling Hell from Heaven”
and “calling Heaven from Hell.” For today, Hell is C (or possibly
assembly language). Hell is unsafe, but it is not adversarial.
That is, Hellish programmers might make mistakes, but they are
not trying to bring down the system. For our purposes, Heaven
need not defend itself from Hellish mistakes.

Issues for the designer

When we talk about making foreign calls, here is a partial list of
issues we might care about:

A. Can we call Hell from Heaven?

B. Can we call Heaven from Hell?

C. When do values cross the boundary?

D. What sorts of values cannot or should not cross the bound-
ary?

E. When can we ignore issues of memory management? How
might memory-management issues affect the design of a
foreign-function interface?

Choose a slice of Heaven

Before continuing to question (1), flip a coin.

• If the coin is heads, choose an implementation of a Heavenly
language that has a static type system. (If you find yourself
choosing Standard ML of New Jersey, choose again.)

• If the coin is tails, choose an implementation of a Heavenly
language that lacks a static type system. (If you find yourself
choosing Lua, choose again.)

Questions

How calls work

(1) Standard ML of New Jersey can call Hell from Heaven.

(a) From ML, does the call look different from any other
call?

(b) Are the overheads different from any other call?
(c) What restrictions are there on the sorts of values that

can be passed or returned at a foreign call?
(d) What specification, if any, must be written about a

foreign function to be called?
(e) Can SML/NJ call a foreign function using the foreign

function’s native calling convention?
(f) To make a foreign function callable from SML/NJ,

what restrictions, if any, must the foreign function
meet?

(2) Lua can call Hell from Heaven.

(a) From Lua, does the call look different from any other
call?

(b) Are the overheads different from any other call?
(c) What restrictions are there on the sorts of values that

can be passed or returned at a foreign call?
(d) What specification, if any, must be written about a

foreign function to be called?
(e) Can Lua call a foreign function using the foreign func-

tion’s native calling convention?
(f) To make a foreign function callable from Lua, what

restrictions, if any, must the foreign function meet?

(3) In your Heavenly language, how do you imagine a foreign
call works?

(a) From Heaven, does the call look different from any
other call?

(b) Are the overheads different from any other call?
(c) What restrictions are there on the sorts of values that

can be passed or returned at a foreign call?
(d) What specification, if any, must be written about a

foreign function to be called?
(e) Can Heaven call a Hellish function using the Hellish

function’s native calling convention?
(f) To make a Hellish function callable from Heaven, what

restrictions, if any, must the Hellish function meet?
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(4) Which of these languages can call Heaven from Hell? How
and why?

(a) Standard ML of New Jersey
(b) Lua
(c) Your Heavenly language

(5) Suppose you cannot call Heaven from Hell. What are the
implications for the Heavenly programming model and/or
language paradigm?

Using the Lua stack to implement calls

On page 41, column 1, the CACM article introduces “the Lua
stack,” which I encourage you to think of as a register-window
stack. (Inside the interpreter, each stack slot behaves a lot like a
machine register.) A Lua function may receive any number of pa-
rameters and may return any number of results. Both parameters
and results are passed on the Lua stack. The use of the stack in
foreign calls is demonstrated in Figures 3 and 4.

(6) Here is a call to a Lua function:

local hh, mm, ss = hhmmss(sec)

Suppose you wanted to make this call from C code. How
would you do it? (All values are integers.)

(7) Here is a call to a C function:

int rc = setenv(x,v,overwrite);

Suppose you wanted to make this call from Lua code. How
would you do it? (All values are integers.)

(8) Please generalize: what do you conjecture is the calling
convention for calling a Hellish function from Lua?

(9) Suppose that a C function is called from Lua. What do you
suppose it can discover about the call site and the actual
parameters?

Enriching our model of the Lua stack

(10) The CACM paper gives an example of pcall. Let’s imagine
its implementation. The documentation says,

pcall (f, arg1, ...)

Calls function f with the given arguments in pro-
tected mode. This means that any error inside
f is not propagated; instead, pcall catches the
error and returns a status code. Its first result is
the status code (a boolean), which is true if the
call succeeds without errors. In such case, pcall
also returns all results from the call, after this first
result. In case of any error, pcall returns false
plus the error message.

How do you imagine pcall is implemented? What API
calls will it use? What will the Lua stack look like?

Questions to consider before Wednesday

(11) To implement the functionality that is mentioned in the
CACM paper, what do you imagine is represented in a value
of type lua_State?

(12) What does each of the following calls do?

• luaL_newstate()

• lua_pushcfunction(L, f)

• lua_setglobal(L, x)

• luaL_checkstring(L, 3)

• lua_pushlstring(L, p, n)

• lua_settable(L, -4)
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Bonus questions

Calling conventions

(13) Some Heavenly languages can call some Hellish functions
using their native (Hellish) calling conventions.

(a) Can SML/NJ, Lua, or your chosen Heavenly language
call any Hellish functions using their native calling
convention?

(b) If you can call all Hellish functions using their native
calling conventions, what are the implications for the
programmer?

(c) If you can call all Hellish functions using their native
calling conventions, what are the implications for the
poor sod who has to implement the compiler and run-
time system?

(d) Explore the design space. What compromises seem
promising?

(14) Some Hellish run-time systems can call Heavenly functions
using their native calling conventions.

(a) Can the run-time system for SML/NJ, Lua, or your
chosen Heavenly language call any Heavenly functions
using the Heavenly calling convention?

(b) If so, does the call look like a Hellish call, or does it
look like something else? When would it matter?

Data

The JUCS paper talks a lot about data. Here are some questions.

(15) Should Heavenly code be able to manipulate Hellish data
structures? What about the reverse? Should such a facility
be considered part of a foreign-function interface? Why or
why not?

(16) Section 4.2 of the JUCS paper, paragraph 2, talks about
Ruby needing to “declare a mark function” when there are
C structures that store references to Ruby objects.

(a) What does Lua do instead?
(b) How would the corresponding issue be handled in

Standard ML of New Jersey?
(c) How would the corresponding issue be handled in your

chosen Heavenly language?
(d) What design tradeoffs do you see here? How would

you mitigate the bad side of each tradeoff?
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